Jeff Wall

Over the past three decades, Vancouver artist Jeff Walls large color transparencies have won
international acclaim. Wall has created a unique, seductive and complex pictorial universe by
drawing upon philosophy, literature, nineteenth-century painting, Neo-Realist cinema and the
traditions of both Conceptual art and documentary photography. Organized by The Museum of
Modern Art, New York, and the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, Walls 2007 American
traveling retrospective will include all of the artists major works to date. In addition to color
plates and illuminating details, the exhibition catalogue includes an essay by Peter Galassi that
explores the full range of Walls artistic and intellectual interests and offers fresh perspectives
on one of the most adventurous creative achievements of our time. The essay is followed by an
interview with the artist by James Rondeau, Curator of Modern and Contemporary Art at the
Art Institute of Chicago, where the exhibition will be on view during the Summer of 2007.
Also available from The Museum of Modern Art, New York: Jeff Wall: Selected Essays and
Interviews.
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Jeff Wall es un fotografo canadiense nacido en Vancouver (Canada) en el ano 1946, ciudad en
la que reside y trabaja, es una de las figuras clave en la escena Find the latest shows,
biography, and artworks for sale by Jeff Wall. Influential photographer Jeff Wall makes
large-scale color images that seem to capture …Jeff Wall (Canadian, b. 1946) is widely
recognized as one of the most adventurous and inventive artists of his generation. This
retrospective surveys his career Jeff Wall is one of the most influential and outstanding
contemporary photographers working today. He has frequently been called a modern
storyteller, and his “In my time, Ive been accused of being afraid to go out into the world to
take pictures, like a so-called real photographer does,” Jeff Wall tells - 38 min - Uploaded by
Louisiana ChannelDiscover what inspires and motivates one of the modern masters of
photography, Canadian Jeff portland photographer studio photography wedding photography
portrait photography portland portland oregon.Important art by Jeff Wall with artwork analysis
of achievement and overall contribution to the arts.This major retrospective of the work of
Canadian photographer Jeff Wall brings together over fifty stunning works produced between
the late 1970s and the Over the last three decades Jeff Wall has redefined the photographic
image in art. His stunning large-scale photographs exude the dramatic power of history Jeff
Wall has been the recipient of numerous prizes, including the Audain Prize for Lifetime
Achievement in the Visual Arts (2008), The Paul de Hueck and - 46 min - Uploaded by
Louisiana ChannelAn enjoyable and philosophical conversation between the pioneering
Canadian photographer Jeff Wall was born in Vancouver in 1946. Attentive to the accidental
encounters that can inspire an image, he recreates flashes of inspiration obtained from Jeffrey
Wall, OC, RSA (born September 29, 1946) is a Canadian artist best known for his large-scale
back-lit cibachrome photographs and art history writing.Jeff Wall is a leading contemporary
Canadian photographer. View Jeff Walls 161 artworks on artnet. Find an in-depth biography,
exhibitions, original artworks How Jeff Walls large, glowing, elaborately staged pictures are
helping to make photography the painting of our times.Wall is a contemporary Canadian
photographer whose large-scale, backlit photographs simultaneously showcase and challenges
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